The Gender Research Institute at Dartmouth welcomes applications from faculty (tenured and tenure-track) for seminar proposals for its spring 2016 research seminar. Topics are to be gender-related and interdisciplinary in focus with the potential to attract scholars and students in the Arts and Sciences and professional schools. We currently have funding to support one term-long research seminar per year. Recent seminars include "Seeds of Change: Gender, Scholarship, and Social Justice" (2013), "Times of Crisis" (2014), and "Just Words: Freedom of Expression and Social Change" (forthcoming Spring 2015).

The successful application will demonstrate the relevance of the topic for the Dartmouth community and present a cohesive 3–4 page narrative on the scope of the seminar, its objectives and impact, a tentative budget, and intended outcome (publication, symposium, etc.). In accordance with the Gender Research Institute's mission of being a meeting ground where academics, teachers, outreach professionals, and scholar-activists from across the globe meet with the Dartmouth community to address issues of social relevance, proposals should also identify a list of distinguished guest speakers, facilitate an international and activist dimension, and incorporate alumni/ae participation.

Participants of the 2016 GRID research seminar include: the faculty leader, a GRID postdoctoral fellow, the 2016 GRID Fellows (Dartmouth faculty and senior staff), the students in WGST 96: Advanced Research in Women’s and Gender Studies, and distinguished guests.

Faculty seminar leaders will receive one course release, a $2000 research stipend, and a generous budget for outside speakers. Faculty seminar leaders will also work closely with the GRID Steering Committee in selecting the GRID postdoctoral fellow of 2016, supervise and mentor the postdoctoral fellow's seminar-related work, and his/her teaching of WGST 96.

Please direct questions to: gender.research.institute@dartmouth.edu or directly to the director (annabel.martin@dartmouth.edu).

Proposals should be sent by email to the Gender Research Institute: gender.research.institute@dartmouth.edu.

**Deadline: September 26, 2014**